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What is data science?

• Data collection

• Database management

• Data-cleaning (wrangling)

• Research and analysis
of data.
(The “science” part)



What is data science research?

Statistics: Empirical Machine Learning:



Drawbacks: Statistics and ML Paradigms
Statistics:
● Reliance on generative models
● Reliance on asymptotic theory
● Focus on mathematical deliverable

Empirical Machine learning:
● Reliance on predictive accuracy alone
● Reliance on what works on one dataset
● Conference papers promote “narratives” without 

solidarity

Stats Alignment Problem:
Deliverables may not be 
relevant to truth

ML Alignment Problem:
Uncertain relationships 
between poetic 
deliverables and broader 
lessons.



studies

… an important Data Science Paradigm responding to 
the Statistics/ML Alignment Problems



X— datasets considered canonical for certain task

X— all relevant methods

X— control parameters

X— observables of interest





in...
● Medical Research

(Meta-clinical)

● Empirical ML Research

● COVID-19 Simulation



An Example in Meta-Clinical research





Perfect score on the ICLR reviews

ICLR 2017 best paper award

Examples in Empirical ML



Rethinking 
Generalizati
on
by Zhang et. al

CIFAR10, 
ImageNet

MLP, AlexNet, 
Inception

% randomized 
labels

number of epochs 
until perfect fit,
test error at epoch 
of perfect fit

Could be done on more 
datasets and methods 



Examples in Empirical ML



Are GANs 
Created 
Equal?
Lucic et. al

MNIST, 
FASHIO
N -
MNIST, 
CIFAR10, 
CELEBA

MM GAN, NS 
GAN, LSGAN, 
WGAN, WGAN 
GP, DRAGAN, 
BEGAN, VAE

seed, 
computational 
budget

precision, recall, 
F1, FID 

Great example!



Decision Making and COVID-19

How much can we trust simulated models?



Examples in COVID-19 Simulations





ElastiCluster







Y





XYZ experiment

save EVERYTHING about 
the experiment in the CSV



XYZ experiment in practice





Me coding plots on python:



5/03/2021 Lecture



Tableau is...

● Powerful: can compute mathematical expressions

● Efficient: can handle tens of GB easily

● R: you write R scripts (can do regression!)

● Fast: few clicks to create plot

● Easy: drag and drop

● Cloud: data sits on cloud

● Time: spent on more useful things



Tableau-Generated Plot:

Papyan, Vardan, X. Y. Han, and David L. Donoho. "Prevalence of Neural Collapse during the terminal phase of deep learning training." 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 117, no. 40 (2020): 24652-24663.







● Clear insights seen immediately from 
XYZ grid.

● Real phenomena rather than 
generative models.

● One massive experiment making a 
convincing point rather than multiple 
small ones. 

● Data Science Research: Productively.

XYZ Paradigm for Data Science Research



Comments?

Questions?



Epilogue: An XYZ Story



Neural Collapse: An XYZ Story
● Original Goal: Can deep net performance be predicted?



Neural Collapse: An XYZ Story

● Statistician’s Intuition: Bias-variance

○ Bias: How the class-means 
behave.

○ Variance: How spread out the 
data is around the class mean.



Neural Collapse: An XYZ Story

● Measurement: !"𝑇𝑟 Σ#
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captures structure of variance.



Neural Collapse: An XYZ Story

● Measurement: !"𝑇𝑟 Σ#
$!Σ%

● Observation: Shrinking towards 0!

● Implication: Variance is shrinking 
compared to class means.



Neural Collapse: An XYZ Story
● Previous works have shown that for fixed 

last-layer activations, network classifiers 
converge to maximum-margin classifiers.

● If activations collapse to the same class-
means, these classifiers converge to 
nearest-neighbor.

● The means themselves must be 
maximally distanced: 
An Equiangular Tight Frame!



Neural Collapse: An XYZ Story
● If ETF hypothesis holds, angles between any two class-means must be the same.
● Check this hypothesis with XYZ: It holds!



Neural Collapse: An XYZ Story
● More XYZ experiments:

● Checking equinormness, nearest-neighbor 
behavior etc.

● Publish and share our findings.



Neural Collapse: An XYZ Story
● Multiple follow-up works since September 2020!


